Raman Scattering for Probing Semiconductor Nanocrystal Arrays with a Low Areal Density
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ABSTRACT: We present a study of resonant and surface enhanced Raman scattering by arrays of nanocrystals (cadmium sulfide CdS, lead selenide PbSe, and zinc oxide ZnO) with various areal density fabricated by using the Langmuir−Blodgett technique and colloidal chemistry. Resonant Raman scattering by transverse, longitudinal, and surface optical (TO, LO, and SO) phonons and their overtones up to ninth order was achieved for nanocrystal (NC) arrays by adjusting the laser energy to that of the interband transitions. The resonance enhancement allowed a Raman response from arrays of NCs with a low areal density (down to 10 PbSe NCs per 1 μm²) to be measured. An enhancement of Raman scattering by LO and SO modes in CdS NC arrays with a low areal density by a factor of about 730 was achieved due to the resonant surface enhanced Raman scattering effect.

INTRODUCTION

Most of the published data on phonons in nanocrystals or quantum dots are related to Raman scattering in dense NC arrays.1−3 Significant efforts were made to understand interference of acoustical phonons,1,3 confinement of acoustical and optical phonons,1,3−9 and quantization of the spectrum of surface and interface optical phonons10−12 in NC superlattices and single layer NC arrays. It was also shown theoretically that a single NC should reveal a rich phonon spectrum.13,14 Despite remarkable interest in the vibrational spectra of NC arrays the experimental study of phonons in NC arrays especially of a low areal density down to a single NC remains a challenge. The Raman response of a NC array is an average of that of single NCs with different sizes. Consequently the effects of phonon confinement in a single NC are smeared out. Therefore the vibrational spectrum of single NCs still remains unknown. The relatively small Raman cross-section of single NCs complicates the observation of phonon modes in NCs. Recently, Sarkar et al. and Chilla et al.15,16 reported the observation of features in photoluminescence experiments which were attributed to optical and acoustic phonons in a single NCs. However, the challenge of experimentally determining the phonon spectrum of a single NC by using Raman scattering experiments has not yet been solved in general.

The aim of this study is the elaboration of appropriate approaches for increasing the Raman efficiency of NCs. One of the possibilities is to employ resonant Raman scattering (RRS) when the energy of the incident laser light matches that of interband electronic transitions in the NCs. This approach is widely used for a variety of NC systems.17−19 An alternative approach is the realization of surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) when the energy of the incident laser light is close to the surface plasmon energy in noble metal nanoclusters which are intentionally introduced in NC arrays.20−22 Resonant SERS (SERRS), which takes place by coincidence of the energies of laser light, surface plasmons in metal nanoclusters, and interband transitions in NCs, combines the advantages of both methods. Here, we consider all three issues.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

It was already shown that high-quality semiconductor NC (CdS, CuS, ZnS, PbS, and ZnO) arrays can be formed by using the Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique. The process of NC formation can be briefly described as follows. At the first stage, high-quality LB films of metal (Ag, Cd, Cu, Zn, and Pb) behenates are deposited on quartz or Si substrates covered by a 100 nm thick Au or Pt layer. The typical thickness of LB films that are used to form dense NC arrays is about 400 monolayers (ML). LB films with nominal thicknesses below 10 ML are used for the formation of NC arrays of a low areal density and for further comparison with dense NC arrays. The reaction of the behenates with gaseous H2S results in the formation of NCs of metal sulfides. Free-standing NCs were obtained after removing the organic matrix by thermal annealing under vacuum or in an inert atmosphere at temperatures between 100 and 200 °C. Atomic force microscopy experiments show that an LB film of thickness 440 ML after thermal annealing leads to formation of dense CdS NC arrays with the nominal thickness of about 70 nm. Samples with CdS NCs were denoted as CdX, where X = 440, 60, 10, 8, 6, 4 is the thickness (in MLs) of the initial cadmium behenate film used for formation of CdS NCs. With increasing X the areal density of NCs increases while the NC diameter remains constant (of about 4–6 nm).

Free-standing ZnO NCs were formed as a result of annealing of either Zn behenate films or ZnS NCs at 600 °C in air. In this paper we focus on the study of CdS and ZnO NC arrays of different areal densities. For SERS experiments Ag nanocluster films were deposited on the surface of NCs also by the LB technology or vacuum evaporation. After deposition of Ag nanoclusters samples CdX were labeled as CdXAg. The size of Ag clusters determined from scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images is in the range from 10 to 20 nm. The size uniformity for each sample amounts to about 50%. PbSe NCs were prepared using a high-temperature organic solution approach on graphite substrates. Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) was chosen as a substrate due to good thermal and electric conductivities. From one side, graphite withdraws effectively the heat from NCs induced by the intense laser light. From the other side, graphite is well suited for SEM measurements because of its atomically flat surface and high electric conductivity. SEM experiments were carried out to determine the size and areal density of NCs using a scanning electron microscope FIB, 1540XB, Cross Beam, Carl Zeiss. SEM images were obtained at the beam voltage of 20 kV with the probe size of 1.1 nm.

The crystal structure of the NCs prepared using the LB technology was determined from X-ray diffraction measurements. It was established that ZnO and CdS NCs have a hexagonal crystal structure. ZnO NCs have a lateral size of approximately 40 nm and a height of 4–6 nm. The average diameter of monodisperse PbSe NCs was determined to be 15 nm on the basis of SEM images, while the standard deviation was estimated to be 10%. The focused ion beam (FIB) technique with further control by SEM was used to form square mesa structures with a size of 4 × 4 μm². As a result, mesas with different areal density of NCs were prepared which were further investigated in micro-Raman experiments.

UV-vis absorption spectra of NCs grown on quartz substrates were recorded with use of a UV spectrometer Shimadzu UV-31000 in the wavelength range of 200–800 nm at room temperature.

Raman experiments were carried out with Jobin Yvon Dilor XY800, LabRam-UV, and T64000 spectrometers in backscattering geometry analyzing nonpolarized scattered light. Ar+, Kr+, and HeCd lasers were used as excitation sources in the wavelength range from 752.5 to 325 nm. In the macrogeometry the incident laser light with a power of 100 mW or less was focused by a spherical lens to reach the laser spot diameter of about 50 μm or by a cylindrical lens to get a focused laser stripe with a size of about 50 × 1000 μm² to minimize sample heating. Using a micro-Raman setup the incident laser light was focused with a spot size diameter of 1 μm on the surface of a NC sample or a mesa structure.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Resonant Raman Scattering of Dense NC Arrays.

Raman spectra of arrays of closely packed PbS, CuS, Ag2S, ZnS, and ZnO NCs were investigated in our previous study with a wide range of wavelengths of the laser light to satisfy both resonant and nonresonant conditions. The most intensive Raman scattering by optical phonons in dense PbS, CuS, Ag2S, and ZnS NC arrays is observed when the energy of interband transitions of NCs is close to resonance with the laser excitation energy. Out of resonance the Raman signal drops down by up to 2 orders of magnitude. The resonant and nonresonant Raman spectra for ZnO NCs differ significantly not only in the sense of the mode intensity but also in the mode symmetry. Figure 1 shows the comparison of the Raman spectra in dense ZnO NC array measured at 514.5 and 325 nm which are far from and close to the resonance with interband transitions in NCs, respectively. The most pronounced phonon mode seen in the nonresonant Raman spectra of ZnO NCs is the E2 phonon mode at 437 cm⁻¹ (dashed line) while a mode at 574 cm⁻¹ and its overtones (up to ninth order) are active in resonant conditions (solid lines). The mode at 574 cm⁻¹ refers to LO(A1) phonons in the ZnO NCs. Nine overtones observed indicates the excellent crystalline and optical quality of the NCs. Similar spectra but measured at low temperature (77 K) demonstrating multiple phonon Raman scattering up to eighth order were also observed in nanocrystalline ZnO. The intensity of Raman scattering by ZnO NC arrays is enhanced by a factor of about 10³ in resonant conditions. This allows Raman investigations of ZnO NC arrays of low area densities to be performed. The Raman study of NC arrays of low areal densities requires an intensive power of laser irradiation of the sample which can cause degradation of ZnO NCs. Therefore, PbSe NCs deposited on graphite substrate were chosen for the
study of NC arrays of low areal density. From one side, these NCs were found to be more resistant against an intensive laser irradiation. From the other side, the morphology of the NC arrays with various areal densities can be easily determined by SEM due to a heavy mass of lead atoms.

**Resonant Micro-Raman Scattering of NC Arrays with Low Areal Density.** Figure 2 shows the SEM images of mesa structures with PbSe NC arrays of various areal densities. One can see from panels a and b of Figure 2 that PbSe NCs are densely packed in a single NC layer, while the SEM images shown in panels c and d of Figure 2 reveal ten times lower areal density of NCs. Finally, the SEM images of the mesa structure shown in panels e and f of Figure 2 demonstrate extremely low density of NCs so that only a few PbSe NCs (about ten) can be simultaneously illuminated in the micro-Raman experiment. The area illuminated by the laser light is demonstrated in Figure 2 by light circles of 1 μm diameter. In addition, the as-prepared structure with a thick 3-dimensional layer of PbSe NCs was used for comparison (SEM images of the structure are not shown in the figures).

Micro-Raman spectra of as-prepared PbSe NC structures and the mesa structures with different NC areal density measured with a Dilor XY-800 spectrometer and the laser line at 647.1 nm (1.92 eV) and a Labram spectrometer with 532.2 nm (2.33 eV) are presented in Figure 3 (curves 1–4). The excitation energies are close to the energies of electronic transitions in PbSe observed at 1.95 and 2.19–2.51 eV. The Raman spectra measured with the Dilor XY-800 spectrometer can be recorded down to the acoustical spectral range (100 cm$^{-1}$). However, the use of the triple monochromator reduces the intensity of the phonon response from PbSe NCs. The employment of a Labram spectrometer with a single monochromator enhances the phonon response but reduces the accessible spectral range at the low frequency side due to the edge filter used for the elimination of the elastically scattered laser light (Figure 3, curves 2–4). It is important to notice that the Raman spectra shown in Figure 3 (curves 2–4) were recorded from the areas shown in Figure 2 (images a, c, and e, respectively).

The spectrum of PbSe NCs measured with a triple spectrometer in the macro-Raman geometry reveals two broad asymmetrical features near 135 and 250 cm$^{-1}$ (Figure 3, curve 1). We suppose that each feature consists of two phonon modes. The phonon frequencies of these modes are determined from the best fit with Lorentzian line shapes. The results from the curve fitting of the Raman spectra are shown in Figure 3. The peaks at 132 and 149 cm$^{-1}$ are attributed to first-order Raman scattering by LO phonons in PbSe NCs from the Γ-point of the Brillouin zone and to contributions of higher-order Raman scattering, respectively. The feature in Figure 3 (curves 1 and 2) located near 250 cm$^{-1}$ is fitted by two Lorentzian curves centered at 230 and 251 cm$^{-1}$ and 238 and 257 cm$^{-1}$, assigned to second order Raman scattering (2LO) from different points of the Brillouin zone (Δ and Γ). This assignment is based on literature data for PbSe of the doublet assignment is based on literature data for PbSe of the doublet assignment is based on literature data for PbSe of the doublet assignment is based on literature data for PbSe of the doublet assignment is based on literature data for PbSe of the doublet assignment is based on literature data for PbSe of the doublet assignment is based on literature data for PbSe of the doublet.
and without Ag NCs (samples Cd440Ag and Cd440, respectively). The Raman spectrum of the sample Cd440 (curve 1 in Figure 4) reveals only a weak feature near 300 cm\(^{-1}\) associated with the LO phonons localized in CdS NCs. Deposition of Ag NCs on the surface of NC layers leads to a strong enhancement (150-fold) of the Raman intensities. The enhancement factor can be easily calculated as

\[
E_{\text{Cd440Ag}} = \frac{I_{\text{Cd440Ag}}}{I_{\text{Cd440}}} \tag{1}
\]

where \(I_{\text{Cd440Ag}}\) and \(I_{\text{Cd440}}\) are the intensity of LO phonon scattering where the subscripts denote the sample numbers. The Raman spectrum of sample Cd440Ag (curve 2 in Figure 4) exhibits several intensive peaks related to first-order Raman scattering by LO phonons from CdS NCs at 304 cm\(^{-1}\) and their overtones up to fifth order with spacings approximately equal to the LO phonon energy in CdS NCs. The shape asymmetry of the LO phonon line is due to SO phonons in the NCs occurring at about 280 cm\(^{-1}\). The measurement of the SERS intensity of the LO phonon line as a function of the thickness of the CdS NC layers reveals that only the first topmost NC layers in the vicinity of Ag NCs contribute to the SERS effect while underlying CdS NCs are responsible for the ordinary Raman signal. Determination of SERS enhancement factor by eq 1 for samples CdXAg with \(X < 100\) needs to be corrected because the Raman signal from samples CdX with \(X < 100\) is below the detection limit of the experiment. Therefore, for samples CdXAg (with \(X < 100\)) the SERS enhancement factor was modified as following

\[
E_{\text{CdXAg}} = E_{\text{Cd440Ag}} \frac{d_{\text{CdXAg}}}{d_{\text{Cd440Ag}}} \tag{2}
\]

where \(E_{\text{Cd440Ag}} = I_{\text{Cd440Ag}}/I_{\text{Cd440}}\) and \(d_{\text{CdXAg}}/d_{\text{Cd440Ag}}\) is the thickness ratio of CdS NC layers in samples CdXAg and Cd440Ag, respectively.

To determine the enhancement factor as a function of the wavelength, SERS spectra of CdS NCs were measured with different laser excitation wavelengths. The energy dependence of the enhancement factor shows clear resonance behavior with a maximum the energy position of which depends on the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) energy. The SPR energy controlled by optical absorption of Ag NCs (curves 1–3 in Figure 5a) was tuned to the energy of interband electronic transitions in NCs by the variation of the NC size. The width of the absorption features is most probably determined by size distribution of Ag nanoclusters but was not directly evident from SEM images because of their relatively small size (10–20 nm). The energy position of the interband transitions determined from absorption spectra of CdS NCs (curve 4 in Figure 5a) amounts to 2.85 eV (435 nm). One can see from Figure 5a that the energy of SPR coincides with the energy of interband electronic transitions in NCs and therefore the conditions for SERS are achieved.

Figure 5b shows the SERS enhancement factors determined by eqs 1 and 2 for samples Cd440Ag, Cd60Ag, and Cd20Ag (curves 1–3, respectively) with Ag NCs having different SPR energies. The maximum of SERS enhancement (Figure 5b) tends to follow the maximal SPR absorption and reaches a value of 730 at 2.8 eV for sample Cd20Ag, which represents a single layer NC array.

SERRS spectra were measured for CdS NC arrays in the spectral range of LO phonons even with a lower areal density. Figure 6a shows the SERRS spectra of the CdS NC arrays with different areal densities of NCs (samples Cd10Ag, Cd8Ag, Cd6Ag, and Cd4Ag). Panels b and c of Figure 6 show typical SEM images (50 × 50 nm\(^2\)) of samples Cd10 and Cd4, respectively. The light spots are CdS NCs.
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Figure 4. Raman spectra of samples containing free CdS NCs (samples Cd440 and Cd440Ag) without and with Ag NCs (curves 1 and 2, respectively) excited with the 476.5 nm laser line. The numbers mark the corresponding overtones of the LO phonon from CdS NCs seen in the SERS spectrum.
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Figure 5. (a) Absorption spectra of Ag NCs having different energy of SPR (curves 1–3) and of CdS NCs (curve 4). (b) Normalized SERS enhancement by optical phonons measured for samples Cd440Ag, Cd60Ag, and Cd20Ag (curves 1, 2, and 3, respectively) having different SPR energies determined from absorption spectra shown in panel a (curves 1–3).
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Figure 6. (a) SERRS spectra of CdS NC arrays with various areal densities (samples Cd10Ag, Cd8Ag, Cd6Ag, and Cd4Ag) excited with the 457.9 nm laser line. (b and c) SEM images (50 × 50 nm\(^2\)) of samples Cd10 and Cd4, respectively. The light spots are CdS NCs.
angular density of NCs in sample Cd4 is 1 order of magnitude lower (4 × 10^{11} cm^{-2}). Samples Cd6 and Cd8 have intermediate densities (SEM images are not shown here) of NCs (about 3 × 10^{11} and 1 × 10^{12} cm^{-2}, respectively). One can see from Figure 6 that the angular signal is proportional to the angular density of NCs. About 10 NCs contribute to the Raman signal from the area shown in Figure 6c and, thus, CdS NC areal density of NCs. About 10 NCs contribute to the Raman signal recorded from an area with a diameter of about 50 μm where the laser spot is focused by a spherical lens. It is worth mentioning that the degradation of CdS NCs under laser illumination prevents the observation of the phonon response of CdS NC arrays with low areal density in a micro-Raman configuration at temperatures from 300 to 77K.

**CONCLUSION**

We discussed various approaches which can be used for studying Raman scattering in NC arrays of low areal density. The significant enhancement of Raman scattering by optical phonon modes localized in NCs is observed for a number of NC materials under resonant conditions. The ability of Raman spectroscopy to probe the phonon spectrum of NC arrays with low areal density in a micro-Raman setup is demonstrated.
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